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Name of mentality:

the ability to achieve whatever he wants

possessor of high vital energy

pedant and super planner

optimism requires outer support

lack of fortune

tendency to idealize people and reality

LeadershipTeam Playing style

This type of character is popular in society. 

Comfortable, capable of being a conformist or a strong 

leader depending upon situation. Uses conflict and 

manipulation in extreme case only. Such people are 

loved for their openness. Not inclined to sort things 

out.

The potential of team interaction is high, but the 

Player's need for communication appears unevenly - 

there are periods of “spikes” and “falls”. But in any 

case, it’s an excellent communicator and team player.

Player's potential

good strong great

MENTALITY TYPE

Personal Leadership assessment

LEADERSHIP
low poor medium

◦ Perceives life as self-expression

◦ Doesn't like to execute commands

◦ Considers himself "special, not like others"

◦ Has a sense of humor, loyal to others

INDIVIDUALIST

◦ Holds a contradiction: can be both timid and self-

confident

◦ Knows his own worth, sensitive to approval and 

criticism

◦ Needs freedom of action, loves solitude

Player has leadership potential. This 

indicates a presence of internal 

reserves and hidden opportunities 

for further development of 

leadership skills

Strong pointsIn society

At home Weak points

Skill level

Leadership

0,00 0,50 1,00 1,50 2,00 2,50

Basic skill Potential
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The energy reserve is higher than normal, but it 

appears inconsistently. Interval loads are preferred. 

Good predisposition to cardio activity. The main 

advantage is the ability for high-speed jerks.

The player has the most common type of thinking - 

associative. The innate ability to anticipate the 

game a few steps ahead is not high.

A high potential for "sportive aggression" was 

found. This is an additional opportunity for 

attacking style of football player

medium good strong great

Special inborn abilities to perform football 

techniques were not found. The ability to keep the 

ball under control during the game is completely 

dependent on personal efforts and training of the 

Player.

Skill level

Skill level

low poor medium good strong great

low poor

low poor

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

SPEED & PACE

FOOTBALL TECHNIQUE

STRATEGY

Strategy can not be considered as an talent. 

Potential is not identified

strongmedium goodlow poor

Football technique can not be considered as 

an talent. Potential is not identified

medium good strong great

Physical activity can not be considered as an 

talent but as perspective POTENTIAL

great

Cardio can be considered as TALENT

Skill level

Skill level

Stamina and physical capabilities have a margin of 

safety. The player is able to recover quickly, but 

overloads are not desirable. Interval training is 

recommended for best results. With power loads, 

the number of approaches and the weight should 

be limited.
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Player's date of birth

The RATIONAL player. Usually plays according to 

the established rules and schemes until the best 

position or playing moment to be seen. Acts 

meaningfully. Prefers accurate and targeted passes, 

which increases the team's attacking chances.

Tactically, the Player is universal. Able to fulfill the 

coach's instructions and act independently equally 

well. Good sense of positioning and creating game 

combinations. Prefers to build tactical combinations 

rather than act alone.

DD

4

Strongest Player skills

3

Rationality is the special additional football talent

SPEED & PACE

RATIONALITY

low poor medium good strong great

good

MM

TACTICS
low poor medium

SPECIAL TALENTS

strong great

Tactics  can not be considered as TALENT but 

as perspective POTENTIAL

Skill level

Skill level

The calculation of preferred 

positioning is based upon the 

strongest skills of the Player and 

mathematical analysis of Top players 

data

Forward

Preferable position

2010

POSITIONAL RATING

LEADERSHIP

Forward

Midfielder

Defender

Goalkeeper

  YYYY

SPLIT-TESTING
MATH ANALYSIS

TOP
PLAYERS

DATA

STRUCTURED 
DATABASE
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7,5

Potential: TOP PLAYER

zone of universal players

top players core zone

zone of mono-talented football skills

Level of potential:

Football playing rating

STRONG

above 

average
3%

Strong football skills Weak football skills

LEADERSHIP

SPEED & PACE

RATIONALITY

SCALE VERSUS TOP PLAYERS

Player 7,5

Top Player

average
7,3

Football playing points

FOOTBALL SKILL POTENTIAL RATING

STRATEGY

FOOTBALL TECHNIQUE

SPORT LUCKY

top players core zone

Good

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 11

Top Players 
(average)

mono-talanted universal playertop players core zone

Player
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Level of potential:

T

225
Top Players  with the 

common level of skills

LEADERSHIP

SPEED & PACE
strongmedium good greatlow poor

low poor medium good strong great

55
Top Players  with the 

common level of skills

LEADERSHIP

Personal rating Number of Top Players

LEADERSHIP
low poor medium good strong great

SPEED & PACE
low poor medium good

Forward

strong great

RATIONALITY

1

88%

Points

Vinícius Júnior

Top Players  with the 

common level of skills

7,5

Number of Top PlayersPlayer's the strongest skill

Player's the strongest skill

Personal rating

Player's the strongest skill Personal rating Number of Top Players

MATCHING WITH TOP PLAYERS

4 3 2010

DD MM   YYYY

Using Data Base of active leading players from European National 

Leagues, participants of FIFA World Cups finals and UEFA Euro 

finals during last 40 years

Player's date of birth

Points

PLAYER 7,5

Forward

Potential level

TOP PLAYER

Similar skills

TOP PLAYERS
DATA

Leadership

Energy

Strategy

Fortune &
Talents

Tactics

Technique

Leadership

Energy

Strategy

Fortune &
Talents

Tactics

Technique
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